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FOREWORD
Why a Study on Teaching Conditions?
Reflections on Pedagogy In a Union Framework

A s it rather contradictory to want to reflect
on the conditions in which we practice our
profession and, at the same time, to improve
our working conditions?
The question of what kind of unionism we
wish to practice is posed here. It could be
business or corporatist unionism - a unionism
which is limited strictly to defending the interests of its members, or a unionism which
situates its actions within a socio-political position.

Defamation and Revaluation
During the last round of negotiations, the government launched an unprecedented campaign to defame teachers and teaching. The
disillusionment was great. At a time when
they thought that they were contributing to
building a new kind of society, teachers felt
betrayed. They saw their work being devaluated by people who, like them, had enthusiastically participated in the building of
collective tools after the Quiet Revolution.

The Objectives of the Study
In the fall of 1984, the Federation undertook
a study on the state of teaching in the
CEGEPs. In fact, the study was done for all
the unions in FNEEQ and the results for the
private schools will appear soon. As for the
unions of professors and part-time lecturers
at the university level, a summary was already
presented to the June, 1985 Federal Council
but the next step has not yet been determined.
That is why the present document only deals
with the state of teaching in the CEGEPs,
even though the problematic seems to us to
be valid for all teachers.
The survey was designed to meet two objectives. First of all, it was a matter of reflecting
on and questioning teaching as a profession.
The data obtained would then allow us to
draw up priorities and reformulate a draft
collective agreement. Secondly, we had to go
beyond the narrow framework of negotiations
by identifying the malaise experienced by
teachers and proposing a reflection on the
state of teaching conditions, while keeping in
mind present and future social needs in education.

The first objective did not work out as planned, since the survey and the compilation of
results took more time than was foreseen.
However, the work necessary for the survey
did permit union activists to think about
priorities for negotiations and to have a say
on the set of demands.
As for the second objective, although we are
far from a definition of the social and
pedagogical demands in educational matters,
we can at least begin to define the real-life
professional experience of one specific category of public-sector workers and to identify
certain facets of the malaise which affects
their profession.
Using the collected data, FNEEQ's School
and Society Committee was able to elaborate
on various aspects of teaching conditions and
to sum them up in this document.
So, it is essentially the results of the survey
on the state of teaching conditions which are
presented here.

THE METHODOLOGY
OF THE SURVEY

. fter 17 years of CEGEP teaching, it is
time to take stock.

The guide was used globally during meetings
with the departments.

FNEEQ chose to favour a procedure which
could be adapted to the professional experience of its members and which could be controlled by activists in the local unions.

Some general themes were extracted and
within these themes, certain pertinent questions were tackled.

Consequently, a quantitative survey including
opinion polls and an information survey were
excluded. In order to recognize the present
malaise that teachers feel, we felt that it was
necessary to create an internal dynamic in the
local unions and in the Federation while leaving the local unions in complete control of the
survey process. To define a collective malaise,
FNEEQ has thus opted for a qualitative survey rather than an opinion poll, the latter
being more a statistical reflection of the individual positions of teachers.

We should clarify a few things about
the procedure.
In order to carry out this procedure, members
of the Women's Committee, Workload Committee, Health and Safety Committee and
School and Society Committee collaborated
in the production of a "Question Guide"
(Annexe 1) so that the local unions had a
standard survey form from one CEGEP to
another. However, this did not exclude the
possibility of adapting this standard survey
to the different realities at each college, of
different types of teaching (pre-university or
professional) or of different regions.

Other unions preferred a round table format
which brought together teachers from different sectors. Finally some parts of the Guide
were used during meetings with the target
groups, such as teachers with little or no job
security, teachers in the specialized centres,
female teachers and teachers nearing retirement.
At times some local unions completed the use
of this Guide by organizing other meetings for example, panel discussions on the state of
teaching conditions and on the general atmosphere in the schools since the decrees were
implemented, or by organizing pedagogical
days around the former theme.
This margin of autonomy allowed the local
unions to tackle the everyday problems which
have affected their professional practices
these past few years and to analyze possible
solutions.

WHO RESPONDED
TO THE SURVEY?
By March 1985, 21 unions had responded"'
and had started the local process to investigate
the state of teaching conditions, each according to their concerns and capacity to mobilize.
Among the 21 unions who responded, 9 have
a large student population"' and 5 have a student population of less than 2,000"'. the data
obtained came from CEGEPs with a high enrollment in the general sector as well as those
with a high concentration in the professional
sector*"'.
Also the information obtained applies to the
urban centres of Montreal and Quebec as well
as to outlying areas such as Chicoutimi,
Alma, Hauterive.
Without claiming that the results obtained on
the state of teaching are a strictly representative sample, our responses do reflect the size
of the CEGEPs and the different regional representation.

Putting the accent on local problems allowed
us to identify certain regional differences. It
also underlined the necessity of asking the
unions involved for more detailed information
about certain areas of the Guide, such as the
physical environment, material conditions
and the specialized centres.

(1) See Annexe IV.
(2) These include Ahuntsic, Edouard-Montpetit, Dawson, Limoilou. Montmorency,
Chicoutimi, Outaouais, Vanier and Vieux-Montreal.
(3) These are the CEGEPs in Alma, Hauterive, Joliette, Region de l'Amiante and
Rivière de Loup. The information on the student population was obtained from the
"Analyse descriptive de la progression des effectifs scolaires du réseau collégial
public", au trimestre d'automne 1983, Etudes et analyses 1985-Document no 1:40,41,
published by the governement of Quebec.

73.7% general sector
(4) Vanier College
75% professional sector
CEGEP Jonquiere
68.4% professional sector
CEGEP Ahuntsic
66.9% professional sector
CEGEP Region de l'amiante
64.9% professional sector.
CEGEP Vieux Montreal
In the other colleges which responded, the relative importance of the professional
sector is of 53.35% or less.

PARTI TEACHING CONDITIONS
THE PROBLEMATIC
M. he International Labour Organization
and UNESCO established preconditions to
their main lines of thought when they wanted
to outline the condition of teaching personnel
at the primary and secondary school levels.
The underlying principles of their reflection
are also valid for the post-secondary level,
collégial as well as university, and so were
used in the development of this research.

having a recognized role in society, from the
possibility of having a professional career""'
also play a crucial role. That is why these
international organizations insist on the importance of civil liberties, academic freedom
and the freedom to unionize for teachers.

2. Working Conditions

A-The
Preconditions

Still according to the ILO and UNESCO'",
teachers must have working conditions which
maximize the effectiveness of teaching and
thus allow them to devote themselves fully to
their professional tasks.

1. The Factors that Determine
Teaching Conditions

The relationship between working conditions
and the quality of teaching, which has been
ignored by the local administrations, must be
recognized.

T

M. he International Labour Organization
and UNESCO recognize salary as a determining factor of teaching conditions. Furthermore, moral and professional satisfaction,
"which stem from public recognition, from
- o :

3, The Effect ofSocial Realities
on the School

This definition of the problematic on teaching
conditions rejoins that of the Superior Council
of Education'", which explains that values,
the family, and cultural and economic
realities affect the student's learning.
Social conditions influence the motivation of
young people to learn, their ability to persevere or drop-out of school, and their confidence in the future.
Teachers and the school are in the position
of having to find solutions to the new problems
which young people face.
Factors which are internal and external to the
school are determinants in a study on teaching
conditions. The following chart sums up these
factors.

(5) Join statement of the ILO and UNESCO, The Condition of Teaching Personnel, p. 2.
(6) Ibid, p. 7.
(7) La Condition enseignante, Superior Council of Education, 1984, p. 25-30.

After having observed the debates on drop-outs
and failures in certain colleges, we often notice
that local administrators, parents and socioeconomic members of the Board of Directors
see teachers as being responsible for the learning difficulties that students have.

Several factors external to the teacher's organisation
are responsible for school success or failure;
we are presenting them here

FACTORS EXTERNAL TO THE SCHOOL

FACTORS INTERNAL TO THE SCHOOL

1. Social Status of the young person : youth alienation (Lazure, J,
Nov. 1984:141-149)
Four dimensions : 1. absence of power
2. absence of signifiance in life
3. absence of norms of action
4. social isolation
2. Economic problems: - economic crisis
- general high unemployment
- pessimistic economic forecasts
- availablejobs are unstable
3. Social problems
- tranformation of the family
(divorce-separation)
- high rate of youth unemployment
4. Politico-ideological Problems
- absence of a future project of society
- individualism and competition amongst young people
- priorities in education ;
for whom? - young people?
- those 40 and over?
- for women?

1. Dimensions of the school : the size of the CEGEP (Gingras, P.E.,
1984:13):
"... researchers unanimously admit that the size of the
establishment influences the life and general output
(achievement) of the student..."
2. Pedagogical Organization :
- timetable
- meeting each class once a week for 45 hours a session
- bureaucratic administrative environment (regulations, norms,
controls)
- practices surrounding the drop date
3. Absence of human and material resources
- non-indexed departmental budgets
- budget cuts (films, photocopies)
- absence of student support services (counselling services...)
4. Teachers workload at the college level
1. less help for each student because of the increased workload
2. less preparation time for courses

- LACK OF MOTIVATION IN SCHOOL
- IMMEDIATE PLEASURE OF THE YOUNG PERSON
Document from Montmorency CEGEP; on failures and drop-outs.

4. The Development
of Educational Policy
In the development of educational policy, the
union organizations should be the teachers'
representatives'®'.
From the White Paper on the CEGEPs (1978),
to the different interventions of the government via its various councils such as the Council of Colleges, we see that the employer's side
does just the opposite. For members of
Academic Councils, they choose people on

the basis of their personal qualities and not
on the basis of their representativity. Thus,
the Council of Colleges proposed'"' that the
Board of Directors should choose teacher
members of the Academic Council on the basis
of one single criteria : their competence.
At the moment, the collective agreement governs the functioning of the Academic Council.
The Council of Colleges would like to withdraw this from the collective agreement and
thus deny union organizations any role in the
pedagogical process and by extension, in education.

The Council of Colleges, with the government's help, thereby disassociates working
conditions from the quality of services. In the
framework of our study, this distinction has
been rejected because it seems to us that it is
impossible to conserve the quality of education without having quality teaching conditions.
Now that we have established these preconditions, we can get to the principal points concerning the conditions of teaching.
(8) ILO & UNESCO, The Condition of Teaching Personnel, p. 8.
(9) Le CEGEP de demain, (The CEGEP of the Future),
1985.

B — Principal Points
M. he environment in which the school system functions, the standpoint from which the
school is questioned and the union organizations present are all factors which must be
taken into account. So it would seem necessary to situate these dimensions in any reflection on pedagogy.

/ . Conceptions of the School
Society has given different roles to the school
according to different imperatives.

The school in the service
of the ruling class

The school as a leading enterprise

school teaching is transforming the school
more and more into a place where specialized
According to this view, the school should be knowledge is diffused, rather than a place
a leading enterprise, a dynamic factor in its where education takes place.
milieu and should be managed efficiently.
Furthermore, post-secondary education is beThis is the government's latest version. Along coming more and more technical. What
the lines of "Building Quebec", it presents counts is not how the information is diffused
the school as a factor in economic perfor- but rather how it is transformed into an instrumance by insisting on excellence as a criteria ment that services technology. In the process,
of productivity, without taking pedagogical the meaning of education is forgotten.
questions into account.

3. A Changing System
2. Pedagogical Relations

According to this view, schools play a fundamental role in the reproduction of social relations.

The culture-gap

On one hand, schools educate social agents
differently and, on the other hand, schools
put a brake on social mobility by assigning
students end positions comparable to their
starting positions.

In the past 25 years, we have moved from a
humanist culture to a technological culture.
This makes pedagogical relations very complex since in order to communicate effectively
with our students, we have to construct a common reference universe from start to finish.

The school as a way of making up
for social inequality

New student clientele

Of course the Parent Report is the most complete articulation of this position in the
Quebec context. In the view of its authors,
the school must compensate for social inequalities by offering equal chances to \
everyone.

The school as a public service
This view is derived from the preceding view
but generally comes to the surface during a
crisis when the idea of an "all-providing
state" is being called into question.
Union organizations support this thesis since
it underlines the necessity of having a single

Although the students often come from a different cultural universe than their teachers,
that doesn't make them a homogenous group.
Post-secondary school education has now
been opened up to people who don't have the
usual educational background. This is often
true of those returning to school to develop
themselves professionally, of the workers who
study on a part-time basis and of women, who
are preparing themselves to return to the
labour force in greater numbers.

To instruct or to educate
The culture-gap and the new student clientele
clearly bring out the difference between instruction and education. In the same way.

And at the same time as greater accessibility
to education is emphasized, we also see the
exact opposite idea circulating: that of excellence. This is elitist if anything is, since it is
the polar opposite of the democratization of
education. The very nature of educational institutions is threatened by this philosophy.
In face of a college network which offers services of the same value, and after a series of
counter-reforms and the adoption of Bill 37,
we are presented with a proposal for competitive institutions. This constitutes an indirect
method of privatization.

Specialized centres
Bill 37, by instituting local negotiations, has
actually pulled together a series of measures
which have been in place for awhile. Among
other things, we have seen the creation of
specialized centres which, except for a few
exceptions, have no pedagogical relation with
the college. The mission of the specialized
centres is set by their own board of governors
and is financed partially by business.

The new "Regime Pédagogique"
By modifying the establishment of programmes and the granting of diplomas with the
regulations
in
the
new
"Regime
pédagogique", the government has casually
taken one more step towards the disintegration of the college system.
With the new rules, the content of programmes leading to a DEC (college diploma) was
partially left up to each college. Formerly,
these programmes were defined at the provincial level, which guaranteed their uniformity
from one college or region to another. So, this
change is another step towards disparities and
inequality between the colleges.

The decrees
The decrees accentuated this phenomena.
With the decrees we see the disappearance of
any formulas for distributing the allocation
between departments. These formulas used
to guarantee a minimum of equity and were
based on objective criteria. Since the decrees
were implemented, resources are allocated
globally by institution, based on the number
of students. At the local level they are redistributed according to particular objectives,
local priorities or the weight of certain "lobbies". Thus, we see that at Hull, for example,
there are more teachers per student in the
French Department (the "star" department
and that it is the students and teachers in
other disciplines who pay the price.
The very idea of certain "star" departments
means that you may draw an elite clientele
and, in the long run, that diplomas will have
a different value from one place to another,
which is contrary to the idea of having one
college system throughout the province.

The AEC and the CEC
Furthermore, the College Studies Attestation
(AEC) and the College Studies Certificate
(CEC), which were formerly reserved for
adult students, are now accessible to young
students as basic training, and these programmes are defined by the colleges. This is a
further deterioration since it deprives these
students of a general education which they
have not yet acquired.

The new policies
for professional education
The government has introduced new policies
concerning professional education. The
CEGEPs must now justify why an option
should be kept open, rather than why an option should be closed. This rule does not apply
to the private college and the consequences
can be seen in Quebec City where the private
colleges monopolize certain options like Secretarial Sciences. Another consequence is that
the government tried to devalue this option
by sending it back to the secondary schools.

Furthermore, it is impossible to analyze teaching conditions if you ignore the fact that some
teaching jobs are very unstable. The multiplicity of kinds of teaching jobs, which is a new
management policy, seems to be part of the
government's campaign to devalue teachers.
The multiplication of kinds of positions has
increased in the past few years and seems to
be a part of the government campaign to denigrate teachers. The centralization of programmes and the relative loss of pedagogical
autonomy also add to this process of disqualification since they further transform teaching
into tutoring or coaching.

The new technologies
The use of new technologies also imposes new
constraints. And the responsibility for the
necessary professional development is left almost entirely up to the individual. This factor,
added to the implementation of the decrees,
means a significant workload increase and
inevitably affects pedagogy.
Insufficient resources increase the feeling of
dissatisfaction and the inability to meet the
demands of the job; this is a contributing factor in burn-out. This disease can't be ignored
either since it is now a part of teaching conditions.

The new management models
Following the logic of schools which compete
with each other, the management of the institutions is being modelled more and more
on the model of the PME (small and mediumsized business). As proof of this, we can look
at the creation of specialized centres and the
policy of personal departments to evaluate
the "productivity" of teachers.

College teaching: a male domain
Finally, college teaching is more and more a
masculine domain. Women got access to
higher education later than men and, as a
consequence, they also came later to post-secondary school teaching. More affected than
their male colleagues by posts being cut,
women are over-represented in the category
of teachers whose jobs are insecure. When
they form the majority, it is in one of the few
disciplines which were traditionally reserved
for them.
In the spring of 1985, the FNEEQ Women's
Committee wrote, "If in the next negotiations
we don't win an increase in the number of
teachers, combined with preferential measures to give women access to jobs, as well as
measures which allow women to keep their
jobs in the college network, it seems more and
more obvious to us that the CEGEPs will become masculine ghettos."""'
A "uni-sex" school would affect not only
female teachers but also male and female students, principally due to the lack of female
role models.

a happy teacher (December 2, 1985)

(10) Women's Network Newsletter, FNEEQ Women's
Committee, p. 3, April/May, 1985.

4. The Quality of Education
The public debate on the quality of education
in Quebec is almost totally focussed on the
quality of teachers.
And this is not unique to Quebec; in most of
the advanced capitalist countries where the
education system is being questioned, the first
ones to be blamed are the teachers. This is a
very twisted sort of logic since it is not very
reasonable to think that the quality of education depends completely on only one category
of people involved.

Do more with less?
Quebec has caught up in educational matters
and there is nothing left to do but to
rationalize our resources. At least this is what
the Minister and the negotiating proposals of
the administrations would have us believe.

When the government talks about the quality
of education, one of the ideas that is at least
implicitly present is the idea that education
is a commodity - a commodity which must
develop according to the laws of the market
place and not according to any educational
philosophy. According to this view, the school

Guaranteed spoon-feeding.

must provide an adequate service to the
"clientele" or the clientele will have nothing
to do with it.
Having explained the preliminary considerations of this research and its guiding orientations, it seems to us to be the opportune moment to give a statistical picture of the state
of teaching and then, an analysis of the results
of the study.

Come one, come all.

PARTUPORTRAIT
OF TEACHERS
k ^ ince the profile of the CEGEP teacher is less well-known than
that of the primary or secondary school teacher, we are presenting
some facts which will allow the reader to better understand this profile.'"'
(*) Quebec, Le Personnel des CEGEPs en 1983-84 (CEGEP Personnel, 1983-84). Category of Employment, sex, age, years of service, average salary. Vol. 10, no 2 and
Vol. 9 no 6: statistics are from Cegepropos, March 1985 no 93; and the Women's
Network Newsletter, FNEEQ Women's Committee, "The Portrait of Female
Teachers", April-May, 1985, no 2-3.
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PART m THE GLOBAL RESULTS

o analyze the results, the data was regrouped according to certain themes.
The first theme was workload, how it has
been increased and the consequences of this.
Next you will find the information on human
and material resources, including the data on
professional development and the conditions
in Continuing Education. For each of the
themes, we will show a portrait of the data
by target-group.

On the availability of teachers, we
read the following in a report from
the OECD<">.
'TAe time that teachers are present in school seems to be essential
to the improvement of the school.
In order to take active charge of
what is involved in their study, to

mobilize parents or change the
methods of organization, programme or teaching methods,
teachers must have time to glean
ideas, give out information, make
a synthesis of experiences in other
areas and to think about them. "

(11) L'Enseignement dans la société moderne (Teaching in Modern Society), Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris, p. 80.

A - Workload
J . n regards to workload, teachers situate
the changes at two different levels. First there
are the objective changes which are easy to
identify and which no-one can deny. These
include the changes in the number of hours
of teaching, the number of hours of preparation and the increase in the number of students per class.
In the second level of change, we find the
subjective effects of the increased workload.
These are more numerous, more subtle and
explain different elements which contribute
to the malaise that teachers feel. Thus, the
different comments received allow us to show
how a "simple" worldoad increase of 13%
has the effect of increasing the number of
hours in class, increasing the time spent
marking, especially in the disciplines where
long assignments are an integral part of the
pedagogy, and thus, leads to less time spent
being available to students and less time to
work on pedagogical innovations.
Following on this, how do teachers organize
themselves to offset these effects and how is
the student's learning affected?

11
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CORRECTIVITIS

Something that ends in

- "Uh, hey, Armand. You day-dream while correcting these days?
- "Uh, hi..hmm.

So, it's happening again... just like last year at this time., sitting at
my desk with the same symptoms.

But how in the world did I get so far behind?
In fact, I took home the papers every night, as well as on the weekend!

It always starts with feeling a bit sick or with a sudden weariness
which any little thing, like a question or a comment, can make
worse. And this guilty feeling! Everytime I go to leave the office,
even for any of the normal reasons, it suddenly grabs me. Do I have
the right to waste 20 minutes eating in the cafeteria or 10 minutes
having a coffee in the student cafe? To take a book back to the
library? To check my mail-box? It can all wait. As for dropping in
to Centre Laval to pick up a bottle of wine, no way!

Yeah, O.K. Friday night I just didn't feel like marking. O.K. I know
that isn't an excuse. We're paid to do it..... even if it is at1982rates.
And Saturday it was my youngest son's birthday. With his six friends
in / had to organize things and keep an eye on them.
Sunday it was Roger who stayed for dinner. Monday? Monday night
I had to take my youngest to the emergency room. Luckily the line-up
wasn't too long. And Tuesday was the last night to see "Quebec
Operation Lambda " at the Milieu. They took it off the programme
with no warning. Since I was already there, I stayed for "O Picasso ".
Wednesday? Why didn't I do the marking on Wednesday night? Oh,
yeah. I had to help my oldest with his research on the school system.

Somebody already told me what this is called - gingivitis or coryza,
something like that. It'll come back to me. Jean-Pierre had it last
week and we didn't see him for two days; I'll ask him.
Five piles of 35 papers each are waiting on the desk.
There are already a few with red marks but you can't see them. I've
put them on the bottom of the pile-just for the sheer pleasure of
finding them when I get to the last paper. Getting back to work, I
don't even have the courage to measure how thick the marked pile is.

So, what's the name of this illness? Laryngitis? meningitis? gingivitis? It's on the tip ofmy tongue, something that ends with "itis ".
- "Hi, have you finished correcting our papers?"
O.K. That's it. IWow I know that I\e got it!
- "Hello? Mr. Perron? This is Armand Bergeron in the French
Department. I'm going to be absent tomorrow. "
- "Just a minute, please. I'll make a note of it. And why will you
be absent?"
- "correctivitis".
- "Pardon me?"
I'm sick. I'll come in and fill out the form. "
Alain Berson

- ''sir, my individual assignment. "
- "...uh, yes?"
- "You told me that I could hand it in today. "
- "Oh yes, o.k. What day do you have the course? Tuesday? O.K.
Put it here."
What in the world did I do to be so late with the marking? Surely
it wasn't the 2 and a quarter hours of computer work that I did on
Monday morning? It's true that on Wednesday Jacques and I spent
at least 3 hours finishing the individual-learning unit. Surely it
wasn't the meeting Monday after my course? And Tuesday it took
less than an hour to prepare the third unit test! Was it the meetings
with students? It's true that they take a lot of time. But still, you
can't expect students to work in groups and then not meet with the
groups!
I'll need at least six hours with no interruptions to finish on time,
at least six hours.
Oh no. Here we go again with the hallucinations! It was like that
last year too but there was an epidemic that decimated the classes.
Why, it was just like before the decree! Four piles of only 25 or 27
papers. This year there are just as many piles which are just as
thick but they have changed. !\ow the sheets are accordian-style,
covered with the same printing in exactly the same way. At the end
when the results have been compiled and the group average calculated, I just have to recopy the marks onto the green sheets. It's
clean and neat. Ten questions with a choice of A, B, or Cas answers.
At the top is written: FR 601-303 Test 3rd Unit A-85

1. GASTON MIRON IS:
A. A FOLK MUSICIAN
B. A CONTEMPORARY
C. A BUILDING

POET

CONTRACTOR

2. THE ''BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME''

IS

A. A LYRIC OPERA
B. A NEW P.Q. SLOGAN
C. A CLASSICAL COMEDY
So there's no subjectivity in this evaluation. The peak of docimology.
A perfect treat!

*L'Informo, CEGEP Montmorency, December, 1985.
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From the different comments received, it
seems that teachers and departments have
tried to maintain course objectives and
course content at the same level as before.
This is being done in spite of the obvious difficulties involved for certain teachers to maintain course objectives integrally, especially in
departments where new programmes are
being implanted (Secretarial Sciences, Nursing, Electro-tech, etc.). It is at the level of
methodology and evaluation that teachers
have made adjustments.
First of all when it comes to methodology,
many teachers have realized that it is impossible to use the same methods because they
lead to an overload of work. Thus, many departments have underlined that the supervision required by group work is no longer possible because of the number of students who
now have to be supervised. Seminars and
broad class discussions have to be abandoned
once the class size reaches 40-42. We also note
a tendency to return to a lecture format as
the most common teaching method when classes are too large. And, as the teachers in Jonquiere underlined, "contrary to what some
malicious people might believe, we haven't
given in to the temptation to use educational
technology (audio-visual kits, videos, etc.) to
"relieve" the pain of course planning."

Its is at the level of evaluation that we see
the most important changes. Altogether, the
questionnaires revealed the tendency to return to exams as the most favoured evaluation method. The number of exams has been
increased and there is a tendency to make
shorter exams. On the other hand, many
teachers have reduced the number of assignments as well as their length. Thus term
assignments, which are worked on for the
whole term and are usually used in the social
sciences and humanities, are on the road to
extinction. In many CEGEPs, there is a tendency to abolish the system of organized meetings with individual students or the supervising of individual progress. "Marking Itself
is being noticeably modified; the lack of time
and the number of assignments to be corrected
means that teachers are making fewer
explanatory remarks or comments". Furthermore, some colleges (Dawson, Montmorency,
for example) report that teachers have become
more inflexible in terms of the course requirements (handing in papers late...).

In a way, we have the impression that we are
creating more disciplined students; however,
for those students who have a job or for those
who have personal problems, the college experience has become much more stressful.

Challenging continuous evaluation
Altogether, the responses seem to establish a
consensus on this point. An introduction to
the planning and writing of research projects,
in different disciplines at the college level, is
no longer objectively possible. So it seems that
the principle and practice of continuous
evaluation is being challenged. It is no longer
possible to evaluate students using numerous,
different and progressive forms of evaluation
which allow for learning by stages and follow-

ing an individual's progress. Moreover, as the
Maisonneuve teachers underlined, since
evaluation and learning now tend to be limited
to content and information, writing practice
in many courses becomes uncertain. If this is
so, can acquiring the tools of intellectual work
and developing linguistic competency remain
as objectives which are common to all courses?

The bureaucratization of tasks
At another level and coming at the same time
as the increase in workload, a number of unions have noticed a considerable increase in
administrative tasks, especially at the level of
drawing up and evaluating the course plans.
Added to that are the course outlines to be
made, followed and evaluated and the institutional policies which have to be studied and
applied. All of these less-than-stimulating elements increase the amount of work that has
to be done and lessens the margin of autonomy
and control over the work. At the same time,
it seems that in many schools there has been
a noticeable drop in participation in work not
directly tied to teaching. In some cases,
French workshops have been sacrified and
teachers are no longer involved in Math clubs,
and generally, there are fewer department
meetings.

Instead, and this is a very worrisome
paradox, rather than an iixjection of additional resources, we have cut-backs. Money
for provincial co-ordination has been cut
and the stipends for running the departments have been reduced. And the workload
increases lead directly to a decrease in the
time available for research and retraining.
Departments are having real problems just
managing to meet since the increase in
course hours has created timetable problems for department meetings.

As for the possibility of doing research at the college level, a very
large majority of teachers would
be interested in being released, on
a voluntary basis, to do research.
To conclude on the question of
workload, the increased workload
has had the direct effect of seriously affecting pedagogy.
We also have to underline the effects of not hiring new teachers
and the lack of new theoretical and
pedagogical contributions.
Most of those who responded to
the survey underlined that there is
a climate of apathy and morosity.
On a personal level, teachers express ''a feeling of fatigue, tension,
frustration, powerlessness, and a
lack of motivation. Pedagogical individualism which turns to
isolationism."

AN AVERAGE OF 30 STUDENTS
THAT'S ENOUGH

PER CLASS

Implanting new programmes
The consensus is that implanting new programmes requires an enormous amount of
energy. In some colleges, it has been estimated
that this work is equivalent to three course
preparations a year. The deadlines are usually
very short (a year or less) and the overload
of work is almost never lightened by releasetime. Teachers are not taken in by the contraditory position in which they are placed.
As the Maisonneuve teachers put it:
"It goes without saying that resources are
necessary for the immense Job of renewing
education at the college level. When drawing up new programmes, release-time is
needed for the teachers who represent their
departments at the different provincial
meetings. Release time is also necessary for
local adaptation of these programmes, ie.
to rethink the pedagogy and contents of the
actual courses. There is a whole process of
departmental planning that has to be done
collectively and in sub-groups. And we can't
forget the retraining of individuals which
also calls for planning and resources.
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On the collective level, departmental life as
it was before the decree tends to diminish
along with departmental solidarity. A comment made by the teachers at Ahuntsic reflects accurately what has been expressed in
many colleges:
"Everyone has the impression that they work
more than their neighbour. Example: the discussions about individual workloads at the
beginning and end of the term. Everyone is
saving their own skin, looking after their own
interests. "
Statement gathered at College Ahuntsic.
We can add that many teachers find it very
difficult to explain our workload and the effects of the decree on pedagogical practices
and the quality of teaching to their students
or to the public.
During a round-table discussion at Cegep de
Chicoutimi, all of the students involved underlined, during the first few hours of the
conference, the value of the work done by
their professors. However, a few of them confessed at the end of the meeting that they
would never choose the profession even
though they thought that their teachers were
in a privileged situation. Many teachers took
this to mean that, although their situation
was privileged, it was also to be avoided like
the plague.

(12) Vers un gel de tache-La pedagogie sous le decret
(Towards a Workload Freeze: Pedagogy Under the
Decree), Syndicat des Professeur-e-s du College de
Maisonneuve, p. 8, 1984.

B — Human
and Material
Resources
M. n this section we grouped together data
concerning departmental budgets and the administrative formalities concerning them, the
quality of human and material support, the
quality of the physical environment, and the
resources allocated to professional development.

1. -The Stagnation of Budgets
In regards to deparmental budgets, the majority of comments allow us to say that in most
colleges departmental budgets have either
been cut or frozen.
Administrative formalities concerning
budgets are on the increase in the form of
more detailed planning and numerous
controls: formula, memos, and all kinds of
paperwork. It was mentionned that at many
colleges it takes a long time to get anything
done (for example at the printshop there are
long delays and the originals are lost or
ruined). It was also mentioned that the people
in charge are frequently changed and that
orders for material are cut by someone higher
up in the bureaucracy without anyone
knowing why.

The hygrade syndrome
Antiquated teaching materials
Dealing more specifically with the quality of
teaching materials, on the whole the comments referred to antiquated or poor-quality
teaching materials. Here are a few examples :
"The equipment is antiquated and out-oftouch with the present demands of the job
market. While talking about technological
change, the college hasnH bothered responding to the challenges of the new
technology and the newly-developed sectors. The equipment is antiquated and difficult to link up with new equipment.
The equipment is not maintained and is
not replaced when it breaks.
Computers are introduced in a haphazard
way. In some departments, the computers
arrive before anyone knows how to use
them, while in courses that need computers,
like math for example, there arenH enough
of them."
"As for the library, staying up-to-date in different disciplines has to be done more and
more by the teachers. Previously, the resource
people could be counted on for the documentation."
In some not-so-rare cases, the professors have
to tidy up the labs themselves because of the
lack of support staff. It was also underlined
that some experiments in the course outline
are not done by the students anymore since
the required material is no longer repaired
due to the lack of technicians.

Confronted by this state of affairs, teachers
adjust with individual solutions. As was mentionned previously, there is a tendency to use
the lecture format more often, to eliminate
the use of audio-visual material and any exercises which need technical support ; some departments encourage teachers to use books
which have to be bought rather than using
the print-shop. Some even have their documents printed outside the college and then
sell them to their students.
As someone from the Union at College
Ahuntsic underlined:
"ft's the Hygrade syndrome in reverse.
Since the facilities are not adequate, we
don't use them. Since we don't use them,
they are less and less adequate. "
(Comment made at CEGEP Ahuntsic)

2, The Physical Environment
As for the physical environment, the degree of
satisfaction varies from one college to another
and the perceptions of the teachers are different based on the specific conditions in each
college. The problems which were raised referred to such things as the poor quality of
air and the variation in temperatures from
one extreme to the other. In several CEGEPs
it was also mentioned that the classrooms are
becoming very cramped with the increase in
the number of students per class.
A detailed questionnaire was distributed to
all members of FNEEQ by the Health and
Safety Committee; it was designed to determine their perception of the work environment, especially concerning air quality and
physiological symptoms which are tied to poor
air quality. An appreciable number of people,
more than one thousand members, replied to
all of the questions in this survey.
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The compilation done so far clearly reveals
the nature and scope of the problems which
preoccupy teachers the most. First and above
all teachers are bothered by problems tied to
poor air quality ; next come the problems tied
to acoustics and finally we have the problems
caused by lack of work-space and dirty offices. Thus, among the 667 who responded
with an opinion about the circulation and
changing of air, 344, or more than half of
those who answered, said that they were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. And among the
726 who referred to the changes in temperature, 324 or almost half (45%) are dissatisfied
or very dissatisfied.
The following percentages of those who responded said that they were dissatisfied or
very dissatisfied about the different questions
raised :
Circulation and renewing of air
Air temperature (excessive or
insufficient)
Humidity (excessive or insufficient)
Air filtering, odours or presence
ofpollution
Noise level
Acoustics
Available space
Cleanliness of rooms
Protection of Property
Changing Colours
Quality of lighting
Quantity of lighting

52%
45%
43%
35%
49%
42%
42%
34%
27%
34%
26%
15%

Such high levels of dissatisfaction speak for
themselves. All of the variables which define
the workplace, except for the quality and
quantity of lighting (about which there are
complaints in certain offices), give rise generally to rates of dissatisfaction varying from
one-third to one-half of the teachers who responded to the survey.

Some unions, like those at Limoilou, Hull,
and Vieux-Montreal, which are more preoccupied with the quality of the environment
because of specific local conditions, have prepared dossiers on the physical environment
and working conditions.
Ten years after the move to the new campus,
none of the teachers at Vieux Montreal have
a satisfactory workplace where he/she can
meet privately with students, quietly prepare
courses, correct work or keep objects and
documents necessary for day to day work.
Dangerous volatile products spill over into
open areas. Particles of asbestos fall from the
ceilings and drops of acid rain ooze out and
contaminate the clay in the fine arts classes.
Perceived as a unhealthy and unsafe milieu,
from the physical, psychological and
pedagogical points of view, CEGEP du VieuxMontreal is in a similar situation to CEGEP
de Limoilou, according to the union Health
and Safety Committee.
At CEGEP de I'Outaouais, the ventilation
and insulation are being questioned. Occupants have been complaining for several years
about head-aches, dizziness, nose-bleeds and
fainting spells.

J, Professional Development
should be a priority in the
next round of negotiations

The FNEEQ survey revealed that at several
CEGEPs there are problems tied to a lack of
fresh air being fed into the area. Re-using hot
air allows for substantial reductions in heating
costs.

Professional development is a preoccupation
which is constantly present. This is clear from
the comments gathered and is due to the new
programmes, the implantation of more recent
course schedules and changes due to
technological changes.

The result of all of this is a milieu where the
conditions necessary for quality teaching and
effective learning do not exist.

For example in departments clearly identified
with technological change, a common course
syllabus is presently good for less than a year.
Twenty per cent of the course content has to
be changed every year. Concentration courses
have to be completely re-vamped every two
years. The professors at Montmorency revealed that in the Secretarial Sciences department twenty-four (24) out of thirty (30)
courses are new ones, with seven (7) teachers
to teach them. Per session that means 16 new
courses. The re-training of the professors will
have to be done over a period of three or four
years.
The necessary retraining is not considered to
be part of the workload of the teacher. This
example illustrates the scope of the problem.
When are teachers supposed to retrain themselves? With what money? Should it be individual or collective retraining? It is hard to
define course objectives and content when you
are not familiar with the elementary knowledge necessary for tomorrow's profession.
The major problems raised by professional
development are: the absence of material support or any orientation, the initiative is local
and left to chance; professional programmes
have an urgent need to bring their knowledge
up-to-date because of the introduction of new
technologies and the changes in their programmes.
A majority of teachers underlined that the
increase in workload leaves them little time
for professional development and, consequently, professional development should
be counted as an integral part of the workload.

. a certain malaise
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Colleges which are far from the big cities
showed that the insufficiency of budgets and
the distances to be travelled are major obstacles to their professional development. "For
a college outside the big cities, it implies a lot
of travelling, a lot of time and a lot of money,
much of it paid for by the teacher. "
A remark made at College de la region de
l'amiante.

4. The Marginalization
of Continuing Education
The few remarks about Continuing Education
showed just how original it is compared to
regular education. Cont Ed is rarely run in
conjunction with the departments. There isn't
even any collaboration when it comes to planning new programmes. The teachers in this
sector do not participate in departmental activities. The major problems raised deal with
hiring and firing policies in this sector, the
working conditions of teachers and the material conditions of teaching.
To sum up, it is a world apart, a sector where
the administration has total control, a dossier
which continues to elude us.

C - The Target
Groups
JLf the study has allowed us to identify some
problems, it has also showed that the state of
teaching conditions is perceived as different
depending on which group to which you belong.
It is different for teachers who have been
teaching for some years now but have little
chance of ever getting a permanent job, for
those who have been put on availability (the
MEDs), and for women, since the decrees
mean a gradual disappearance of female
teachers in disciplines other than the traditional female ones. The specialized centres
have different working conditions than those
of the CEGEPs and the outlying regions have
their own specific problems.
Furthermore, teachers are collectively held in
low esteem by their students and the general
public and because of this, feel very disillusioned about their profession. We will deal
with all of this in the following pages.

/ . Teaching Conditions
for Non-tenured Teachers
"We are MAP'" according to the terms of the
agreement but we know that we don't exist,
especially since the last negotiations. And it
would be Utopian to think that we'll ever get
tenure.
Since the imposition of the decrees, it has
become much more difficult for a teacher to
get tenure. In fact, the work done by teachers
considered as "non-regular teachers" by the
Treasury Board has grown by 150% between
1980-81 and 1983-84, according to data obtained from the Treasury Board.
The recent data collected in 21 CEGEPs
clearly show this:
Year Number of teachers granted tenured
82/83 169 (granted under the conciliator's
report but if the 79/82 collective
agreement had been integrally applied, there would have been 61 others.)

There are now two classes of teachers in the
CEGEP system: on one hand the tenured
teachers and on the other hand the non-tenured teachers. The unions of the newer
CEGEPs like Montmorency and Limoilou
showed more interest in the teaching conditions of teachers who don't have job security.
Thus, they gathered the following information at CEGEP de Montmorency:

At the end of 1984/85
Out of 300 teachers, 152 are non-tenured, 80
men and 72 women. And using the sample of
15 teachers who attended a meeting on the
subject :
the
the
the
the

average
average
average
average

age is 32
real experience is 7.5 years
seniority is 4 years
scolarity is 17.8 years

Without generalizing the data obtained to the
whole network of non-tenured teachers, it remains possible to define their experiences by
presenting the objective and subjective conditions of their work.

The objective working conditions
of non-tenured teachers
These teachers are forced to go from CEGEP
to CEGEP to get courses and often don't know
what their workload will be until a few days
before the term starts (sometimes only two
days in advance).
Their salary depends on the calculation of
their individual workload.
In some disciplines, the non-tenured teacher
would have to teach 22 hours of courses, with
three or four different course preparations, to
be deemed full-time.
Non-tenured teachers may earn a different
salary even if they have the exact same workload as a tenured teacher.

83/84 22
84/85 27

Competition between teachers
When there are several non-tenured teachers
in the same discipline, they are competing for
a CI"" of 80 and the priorities that come with
this status.

Professional development
Non-tenured teachers have problems getting
professional development leaves. Because of
their status, professional development leaves
are generally not available to them.

Hourly-paid teachers
In some colleges (Limoilou, St-Felicien), an
hourly-paid teacher does not have an office
or a workplace and they find it very difficult
to have access to college services.

The establishment of
the "itinerant" teacher
In order to make ends meet, teachers who
make a living as hourly-paid teachers must
give many courses, sometimes in the same
CEGEP or sometimes in several CEGEPs.
So, they end up with a very heavy workload,
several course preparations and a lot of travelling.

The subjective conditions
of non-tenured teachers
Without any job security, socially unable to
make any long-term plans, forced to take any
courses which are offered and isolated from
the other teachers, teachers whose status is
precarious live with a stress which is difficult
to handle. Even between teachers in the same
situation, the competition is very strong. A
new kind of teacher is being created. He/she
is about 30 years old and struggles along somehow on bits and pieces of teaching.
The recent study on teaching conditions done
by the Council of Colleges ignored this category of teachers. Non-tenured teachers showed
how they felt about this by complaining to
the Council (see annexe II). As for us, we feel
that this ommission is significant. FNEEQ is
presently working on a research study on how
teaching jobs are becoming more and more
insecure. It will be ready in the spring.

The disadvantages of low seniority
In the professional sector, the differences between the two types of professors are even
greater. Because the more senior professors
are less versatile when it comes to certain
courses, the non-tenured teachers are forced
to take more preparations and a heavier workload every term.
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(13) Mise a pied (laid-off)
(14) La vie des femmes sous le decret (Women's lives
under the decree), a comment of Carole David,
CEGEP de Vieux-Montreal.
(15) According to the decree, a non-tenured teacher becomes full-time with an individual workload of 80.

CHECK ONE; IS IT A MED (teacher on availability)
MAP (laid-off teacher) [HI

B*a

2. On the Subject of Teachers
on Availability (MEDs)
This group only receives 80% of their salary if
they are not considered to have a full load.
While women only represent 31% of CEGEP
teachers, they make up 55% of the teachers
on availability. The working conditions of
MEDs is just about the same as those of the
non-tenured teachers.
The calculation of their individual workload
does not correspond to their actual workload
and there is little time between when they are
given a load and when they have to start it.
And often their colleagues have a false perception of their status ; their colleagues, like many
other people, think that they get 80% of their
salary without any effort. Often they are not
consulted about departmental plans and they
get stuck with more course preparations and
the less interesting timetables.
Because MEDs do not generate money in the
calculation of professional development
money, sometimes access to professional development is made more difficult for them.
As for recycling (recyclage), it is limited in
nature and number (40 per year).
The decrees did not clearly define the limits
of what you could be assigned out of your
own discipline. In some departments, a MED
can be assigned to a course which is not directly in their area of specialization.
"Last year I had a varied workload", wrote
Helene Sylvain, a teacher at CEGEP de
Rimouski. I gave courses in pediatrics and
psychiatry at the same time, with a "reasonable delay" of a few days to get prepared.
This year I have become a specialist in gerontology; I even gave a biology course. And if
this wasn't enough, I had to give these courses
atSt-Fabien, 45 km. from the CEGEP. Furthermore, the courses that I am teaching don't
even have course numbers in my discipline. "
"... even though I love teaching, I'm little by
little losing any desire to do it, because of the
conditions in which I am forced to work... "

"They tell us to retrain ourselves. But, all of
the projects that vve have presented here at
Rimouski have been refused. On top of that,
the university here is very small and the choice
of courses is limited. "
"You certainly lose your motivation", some
professors said during a round-table discussion in Chicoutimi. Eventually you begin to
stress the hope of finding another job somewhere else. For MEDs who come from a small
department, the possibilities of returning are
remote. And in the bigger departments, the
members of the department may begin to wonder if it is pertinent to maintain the names of
MEDs on the list of voting members of the
department or on the telephone chain. Often
the college no longer furnishes support such
as an office and a mailbox. "
"It is in the interest of the college if we get
fed up and quit", some teachers affirmed during the round-table discussion.

3. What are the Specific
Conditions Facing Female
College Teachers?
On an average younger than men in the college system, female teachers also earn a smaller salary. There is a difference of about
$2,000 between the salaries of male and
female teachers.
More affected by the cutbacks in posts,
women represent a higher proportion of
teachers in non-secure categories than of
teachers in regular positions. They are 55%
of MEDs but only 31% of the total teaching
population, according to the 1983/84 statistics
(compared to 35.1% in 1981/82).
According to a survey done by the FNEEQ
Women's Committee"", 48% of female
teachers in the public college system did not
or could not benefit from maternity leaves
during a pregnancy. Furthermore, the
number of undecided of those who do not
wish to have any more children is very high.
In fact, 87% of those who answered the survey
were in these categories.
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Speaking of their work, two female teachers
at CEGEP Lionel-Groulx wrote:
"While we are waiting for this security, as
young female part-time teachers, we can't
even think of having a baby".

More general characteristics
As with other women workers, female
teachers underline that they have a double
work day. They also have the impression that
they have little influence on those who make
the decisions and find their male colleagues
paternalistic towards them. They have difficulties tackling feminist themes and think
that they have a different vision of unionism
than men do.
Complaints are raised that there are few or
no union or administration policies on sexual
harassment. Rarely is there a place to deal
with this problem. It's still subtly and discreetly hidden away.
They aren't very many day care centres in
the workplaces. When they exist, the activism
required to make the day-care work is so demanding that some people find it absurd.
"You spend as much time taking care of the
daycare, ie, finances, pedagogy, security,
planning, etc., as the children spend in daycare", some teachers commented. There were
also complaints that men don't get involved
in them. The male and female ghettos persist
even in disciplines like philosophy which are
outside of the "official" stereotypes. Furthermore, some female ghettos have been
threatened with disqualification by an attempt to move them down to the secondary
level.
As far as pedagogy is concerned, women say
that they meet with specific teaching problems
in mixed-group as well as in all male classes.
They attribute these difficulties to the fact
that women have less credibility generally in
our society at the outset.

(16) Women's Network Newsletter, FNEEQ Women's
Committee, April/May 1985, no. 4.

CHV

Since female college are generally in the
"feminine" disciplines, it appears relevant to
take a more detailed look at two of these ghettos.

Secretarial Sciences
In addition to having to respond to the threat
of this option being moved to the secondary
school level, the teachers in the discipline have
had to face the implementation of new
technologies in the field and participate in the
drawing up of new programmes, which had
to take the preceding two facts into account.
All of this implies professional development,
numerous meetings, travelling around and
stress. Of course this situation is added to the
regular work that still has to be done, which
was increased by the decree.
The heavy global task has to be done at night,
on weekends and during vacations. It takes
place with the department getting very little
extra to plan for the new programme, no release-time for professional development, little
or no expense money for travelling and no
lightening of the workload in order to produce
new teaching material.

numbers being forecast, which leads to more
MEDs and difficult assignments. Budgets
have been cut, administrative controls
heightened and material conditions have deteriorated. As for the "stages" (training
period in the workplace), they are more demanding than ever since the personnel in the
hospitals has been cut.
The students are less motivated because of
unemployment and the conditions in which
nurses now work. Since the implementation
of the decrees, the students are more demanding of their professors. In these departments
also, we are asking that professional development be included as part of the workload to
give some relief.
To conclude, teachers deplore the fact that
there is no place to co-ordinate their efforts
in the work-place with their professional colleagues, with the support personnel and the
students. A united front for research, action
and representing women is indispensible to
safeguard what has been won and to promote
their rights and values.

Nursing

4. Teaching Conditions in
the Out-lying Areas

Nursing teachers are facing a restructuration
of their profession, programme and clientele.
This is happening not only without any special
allocation but in a context of smaller student

In the regions far from the big centres, we
notice that the importance of the material and
human resources and their organization is
often a function of the size of the CEGEP.

In fact while reading the reports from the
unions, certain elements lead us to believe
that the professional work cannot be done in
the same way everywhere, since access to certain resources is not the same from one region
to another. However, the study does not allow
us to produce a detailed analysis of the differences between the big city CEGEPs and the
CEGEPs in the out-lying regions.

At the level of workload
Although the small CEGEPs located in outlying areas have few programmes which involve
a lot of higher technology, the teachers in
these smaller CEGEPs still have to offer a
range of courses that is just as broad as in the
big cities. The number of different course preparations is handled by fewer profs.

At the level of material resources
Some reports noted important problems concerning material resources:
- budgets for day-to-day functioning have
not been indexed;
- books have not been renewed;
- problems with buying or renting films and
other documents;
- difficulties with inter-college library loans
between colleges in out-lying regions and
those in big cities.
The non-renewal of worn-out material seems
to be more common in the smaller colleges in
the out-lying areas and that puts them at a
disadvantage compared to the urban colleges.
This makes us wonder if the students of these
CEGEPs have all of the services necessary for
their studies.

THE ITINERAHTTEACHER:
WME f E N V/IUTKAVEL

and engineering consultants, they have to
have competitive salaries. This is especially
true since they demand the same productivity
and results as in the private sector. That is
why they get extra pay either in the form of
overtime or in the form of very generous travel
allowances or research contracts for their vacation periods.
One of the problems with working under these
conditions is the obligation to travel around
when needed to give tailor-made training
courses, to represent the centre or animate
meetings. Often these activities run into the
weekend and have to be done in poor material
conditions. For example, it is the professor-researcher who is responsible for transporting
and handling the material, without any aid
or technical support. This is certainly not an
interesting aspect of industrial training.

Productivity

Professional development
One of the important differences noticed in
the reports concerned professional development. The CEGEPs in out-lying areas underlined problems with access to a university and
with the higher costs of professional development, especially in regards to transportation
and lodging... These remarks are all the more
important since they can contribute to defining a professional development policy which
takes regional differences into account.

The type of student
The size of the college is not the only variable
which determines the type of student clientele. In the large urban centres the clientele
is more heterogeneous when it comes to values
and more mobile. In the small rural CEGEP,
the student may identify him/herself with a
certain region and a certain milieu, without
there necessarily being a great uniformity of
values; he/she constitutes a "captive clientele" to the CEGEP in the region.
The type of student clientele surely has an
effect on the pedagogical practices of
teachers; it will be important in the future to
analyze the impact of this element.

Working conditions in
the specialized centres
The study contained a few questions on the
specialized centres. However, little data was
obtained in this manner. So the process used
was to visit a certain number of these centres
while visiting local executives, activists, directors of these centres and the teachers who are
teaching in them. These visits, which were
made by a member of the School and Society
Committee and a member of the negotiating
team, were to the following specialized
centres: La Pocatiere, Jonquiere, ThetfordMines, Saint-Hyacinthe and Levis-Lauzon.
The text which follows is part of the final
report.'"'
To be precise, the specialized centres were not
set up for teaching purposes but rather for
applied research and technical aid.

Working conditions
and job security
Most of the specialized centres are presently
in the process of being set up and the working
conditions in them is characteristic of this
phase. As for the centres where the breakingin period is finished, these conditions may be
different.

Volunteer work setting up
the specialized centre
In a centre being set up, working conditions
are presented as being the same as for any
other professors. If this is the general rule,
there are exceptions. First of all, there is the
volunteer work. Thus the teachers at Thetford-Mines develop research projects on top
of their regular workload.
If these projects manage to get subsidized,
the professor can hope to be reimbursed for
at least part of the time put into them. Without subsidies, there is no reimbursement foreseen. The setting-up phase is a very demanding period and everything remains to be done.
In order to ensure that the centre functions
constantly, a very high rate of availability is
required. Generally there are very few people
on the scene and this causes a certain amount
of pressure and stress. It could be the week
for mid-term break which goes by the boards
or perhaps the vacation period becomes problematic; it may be difficult to know when to
take it since the centre cannot afford to close.
The only alternative which remains is to work
through the vacation and get paid overtime.
It is at La Pocatiere that the working conditions have been the most clearly specified.
The work week is around 35 hours and 98%
of this time is devoted to research, the rest is
being used for other things. The teacher-researchers are responsible for the management
of their project, which is submitted to the
director to be evaluated at each stage.
The salary scale is the same which is presently
in effect for professors in the CEGEPs. On
the other hand, if the specialized centres are
to compete with the private research centres
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The directors of the specialized centres recognize that the working conditions in a
specialized centre cannot be the same as in a
department. For them, the conditions should
ideally be less regulated by a collective agreement and assure a great deal of flexibility and
mobility of the personnel. The specialized
centre must have the optimal productivity. It
is in the working conditions and in having a
high degree of productivity that costs will be
recuperated. To what point are the professorteachers the foremen of their own work? At
a moment when we are looking into the question of the evaluation of learning, at a moment
when we are reaffirming the principle of individual or departmental autonomy in pedagogy, we have to recognize that the opposite
organization of work is being set up in the
specialized centres.

Future working conditions
On the whole, working conditions will be established on an industrial scale, much like
those in small and medium businesses. These
conditions will be determined according to
the objectives of profitability and self-financing. This may very well be accomplished by
over-working the personnel, since at least at
the beginning there won't be many people
working there and those who do, will be working under conditions which are psychologically stressful. It must be imagined that the
professor-researcher will begin to generate
his"®' own work, that his job security will depend on research and getting research grants.
One thing that is certain. Even the working
conditions in the decree are presently incompatible with the industrial functioning that
the specialized centres are moving towards.
These conditions will be realized by a massive
deregulation and then by a diminishing of the
quality of working conditions that are now in
force.

(17) Les Centres specialises. Un danger devenu realite
(The Specialized Centres ; a danger becomes reality),
FNEEQ, May, 1985.
(18) We have not feminized references to the professorsresearchers because there are no women doing this
job in the specialized centres.

D - The Negative Image of Teachers and its Effects
T

M. his section of the study on the experiences of teachers seems very important to us.
As a rule, the teachers who responded to the
survey are still very marked by the last
negotiations. They feel that the government
exploited the negative image of teachers held
by some parts of the population.
This image includes the following:

ceeded in reorganizing public services and calling into question not only the principle of
free negotiations but also certain acquired social benefits. However, with the data collected
we can see just how difficult it is for teachers
to take being labelled as whining professors
who are privileged by society.

Government propaganda

CEGEP teachers are well-paid, making
over $30,000 a year;
• their workload is small; 12 hours a week;
• they have 4 months of vacation.
In spite of their good working conditions,
CEGEP teachers are whiners who are always unsatisfied with their working conditions."
What the population, the local administrators
and the Council of Colleges (see "Le CEGEP
de demain", 1985 and "le Quatrième rapport
annuel", 1984) remember about CEGEP
teachers are the long syndical st
ruggles
and the tense work relations between the administrators and the teachers.
All of the teachers questioned remarked that
the image that is presented of them does not
correspond to reality. They were not fooled
by the cliches which have been developed
around the public's very global perception of
public sector workers.
Numerous union analyses, from the CSN
("Pour une analyse branchée de la conjoncture", 1984), as well as from FNEEQ
("Notes sur la conjoncture en éducation",
1984) on the effects of the economic crisis,
have shown how the employers have suc-

Little by little teachers have been battling w
ith this negative image of themselves. The
government used a tactic which it no longer
has any control over and which is destroying
the credibility of the public educational institution.
As for the effects of this government propaganda, professors say that they live with rancour and bitterness, disillusionment, lack of
motivation and discourgement, according to
the Syndicat du College de l'Amiante.
From the CEGEP de St. Jean, a professor
expressed it this way, "In this ship of fools,
the biggest fools are in charge".
In turn the students reflect this negative image
of the professors.
With their words or actions, they reproduce
everything that their parents or the media
transmit to them. It is difficult to live with
contempt and this is why many teachers are
now dreaming about leaving teaching.

Professional burn-out
At the moment, the study does not allow us
to quantitatively measure how professors
react to this lack of professional esteem in

their daily lives. However, we are able to detect certain tendencies amongst CEGEP
teachers. After an average of ten years of investment in their profession, many teachers
do not accept this image. Some unions noted
in their study how some teachers have found
their last hope in the renewal of their pedagogy. The interest in novelties and surely the
guilt feelings of being in a profession which
has been so criticized may be the dynamic for
this behaviour.
For other teachers the lack of professional
esteem considerably reduces the potential
area of their pedagogical development. These
professors end up conforming to the image
that is put on them : what follows is a loss of
professional autonomy, investing little in the
work, loss of motivation
Many other factors are added to the aggresssivity that teachers put up with from
people around them and these contribute to
the difficulties of adapting to the work.
This work is very emotionnally demanding
and they are exposed to the psychological,
social and familial problems of the students.
Furthermore, they have been subjected to
simultaneous transformations of many parts
of their work: the modification of programmes, important technological changes which
force them to retrain and a loss of autonomy
in their work (see the evaluation of learning).
Thus, disillusionment, bitterness and a great
deal of lassitude have become common since
the imposition of the decrees. Burn-out is becoming a serious problem and leaves related
to this illness are more and more numerous.

12 hours on
a chair
at school

0
n

At night, I take
the CEGEP home with me.

Sometimes the CEGEP
is my dinner companion.

And the next morning,
I'm in my office
helping students

There are even nights when / take it to bed.
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E - The New Student Clientele

T
M.

he students have changed a lot.

Several unions note that we can no longer
talk about a homgeneous student body.
They notice that many students are living
through profound disturbances in their
families, in male/female relationships and in
their work. Many of them are forced to work
for pay; at Ahuntsic it is estimated that between 40 and 50% of the students are in this
situation.
This new dimension in becoming very important and seems to have a negative effect on
the student's motivation to learn. The job is
sometimes the most important element and
studying and schoolwork comes in a poor second.

"For several weeks one of my students slept
through my Thursday morning classes.
Thinking that he wasn't interested, J asked
him why he bothered coming to class and
learned that he worked the night shift ", states
a professor at CEGEP Montmorency.
The student body is also becoming more diversified ; although this can be an enriching factor, it also means that teachers have to be
more flexible and able to adapt to new situations. This new attitude in the professional
life of teachers also contributes to the conditions that lead to burn-out.

And sometimes I wonder if my students are really paying attention
21

The responsibility for drop-outs
and failures
The administrations have a tendency to blame
teachers for the high rate of failures and students who drop out. (see Annexe III)
Learning problems are a phenomena seen in
many western countries and they add to the
feeling of failing in your work. Although the
profession still has advantages and is
stimulating in many ways, after more than
ten years of investing energy in their profession, many teachers don't feel that their efforts are recognized.

Conclusions and Perspectives
A n 1984 the Superior Council of Education
had this to say about the workload of elementary and secondary school teachers, "it is important to recognize that, because of the many
activities demanded inside and outside of the
school, a teacher's workload necessitates a
work week of about 40 hours""". The Council
sharply denounces the wide-spread ambiguity
that leaves people thinking that teachers only
work 27 hours a week.
The study on teaching conditions in the
CEGEPs leads to the same conclusion. It
highlights a whole series of activities which
are hidden and not counted as part of the
work.
In order to justify increasing the workload
with a decree, the government reduced the
work of a teacher to its simplest form. However, you can't reduce a teacher's work simply
to the hours that he/she is actually teaching
in the classroom. Preparation, adaptation,
the supervising of students, the evaluation of
learning, participating in departmental and
pedagogical activities and keeping up-to-date
in your field are many little-known parts of
the teacher's job. In the past few years, the
workload in teaching has become more complex. The pedagogical environment in the colleges is characterized by many different elements : the presence of students from different
cultures and different academic backgrounds,
the improvisation of the use of new
technologies as tools in the CEGEPs, the complete reorganization and definition of new
programmes, in the general programmes as

well as in the professional programmes, the
development of management tools to compare
failures and drop-outs from one CEGEP to
another, from one discipline to another, from
one professor to another, and finally the whole
series of administrative controls which weigh
down teachers.
The crying need for more professional development money was unanimously expressed
throughout the study. By professional development we don't mean the normal process
of renewing your knowledge which takes
place daily, but rather the process of finding
ways of confronting the new technological developments, in the general as well as professional sector.
An important dimension of our study was the
realization that the multiplication of different
statuses is creating different classes of
teachers. The condition in which work is done
varies from one status to another, the MEDs
longer receive their full salary; they must be
ready to teach a course with five days notice,
even if it is not in their discipline. The non-tenured teachers no longer have access to tenure.
From one term to the next, they have to
change colleges and prepare new courses, but
have no effective right of recall. Insecurity
reigns. Pedagogical practices and involvement in the milieu vary according to the status
of the teacher.
Adults also live with the repercussions of the
difficulties of teaching conditions. In principle they have the right to education and to

1. First there are the threats which are weighing on the very existence
of the CEGEP system:
• the progressive deregulation of post-secondary school education;
at the moment we see the multiplication of private schools, which
have a permit but are not subsidized, like the "Computer Institute
of Quebec", the "Control Data Institute", etc. Where there were
9 of these 3 years ago, we can now count 22 of them.
• the multiplication of made-to-measure training programmes controlled by the centres of professional training, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Manpower and Employment.
• the increased competition between CEGEPs which are functioning
more and more like private schools.
2. The administrations are putting more and more emphasis on the
productivity of teachers and talking about educational output like
in a private enterprise. While all of this is happening, there is a
total lack of any discussion about the kind of school we want to
build and our choice of society; these preoccupations are relegated
to the forgotten days of the Quiet Revolution (for example, the lack
of questioning the "virage technologique"; are we going to educate
specialists or generalists?).
Such strategies, if they succeed, are going to
marginalize unionism and collective relations
for at least some time.
For us, the challenges are there to be taken

(19) Press Release, Superior Council of Education, August 29, 1984.

the same quality of teaching as students in
regular education. But as long as nothing is
done to change the chronically unstable situation in which Cont Ed teachers find themselves, no real policy of comparable standards
can be developed. Without affirmative action
measures, women will disappear from college
teaching. Accepting this will negate the effect
of many of the successful efforts taken with
young women to allow them to go on to higher
education. What role models will female students have if all of their teachers are male?

It is appropriate to recall here that the
CEGEPs played a primary role in raising the
female educational level, mainly because of
the democratization of education. But we
shouldn't ignore young people's desire to
study and the need for having credible role
models.

Teachers have suffered severely from the devaluation of their profession. Even if
everyone, including CEGEP administrators""', is now agreed that the value of a
teacher's work must be reasserted, this will
be difficult to do if efforts continue to take
pedagogical control out of the hands of the
teacher (for example, the case of the evaluation of learning). Our study is also designed
to serve as a tool to help us take stock, a task
which is necessary after 10 to 15 years of college teaching. This is even more necessary
since we are liable to see a transformation of
the profession of teaching in the next few years
for several reasons:

3. The progressive reduction in the number of students in regular education, at the same time as the number of adults who are returning
to school is increasing, is producing a different profile of the CEGEP
student. The latter study part-time or in the shorter programmes.
There is a risk that regular education will be marginalized in relation
to Cont Ed.
4. The relations of work are going to take another form. The Federation
of CEGEPs and the local administrations can introduce private
sector managerial strategies, like quality circles into the CEGEPs.
This would be done in the hope of taking away the union's role as
the collective representative of teachers and establishing a kind of
psychological contract (ie individual negotiations) with each individual. Already we have noticed local administations setting up
ways to increase the standing of and to motivate individuals with
individual measures; for example, announcing the name of a professor who has made his/her mark in a lecture hall or publicizing the
achievements of another, etc.

up as in the 70's; teachers and the others
involved in education have formed several
generations of Quebecers with what was in
hand. We have to take up the present and

(20) CEGEPROPOS, review of the Federation of
CEGEPs, November, 1985,#97.Article: Perfectionnement, Facteur de motivation, (Professional De-
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future challenges and see to it that teachers'
unions play an active role.B

velopment : A Motivating Factor), Guy Lefebvre, Assistant Academic Dean, CEGEP Ahuntsic.

ANNEXE I

But did you know, sir, that the installation of the decrees in 1983
changed things in a draconian way? That the increased workload
which has been generalized in the colleges. Joined to the arbitrary
changes in parameters, has had the effect of transforming an alarming
number of full-time non-tenured teachers into part-time or hourly-paid
teachers? The others quite simply disappeared from the system. Do
you really know the actual situation of non-tenured teachers in the
college system in 1985? Full-time one term, part-time another, eliminated from the system the following term, this teacher, who doesn't
have the good fortune to appear in your tableau, still remains a
professor who is fully engaged in a career. The real fear that he has is
that he will be ejected from the system in the long run.

OUTLINE OF THE QUESTION GUIDE
1. Profile of teachers
2.

Social effects on the Teaching Profession

3.

The Teaching Workload

4.

Factors of the Increase-complexity of the workload
a) the introduction of "new programmes''
b) pedagogical and technological changes
c) heightened administrative demands

5.

The Physical Environment (health and safety)

6.

Human and Material Resources

7.

Student Clientele

8.

Professional Development

9.

Continuing Education

We well understand that, since they are spread out all over the
system, these teachers are not always easy to find and include in a
sample. However, to simply omit them does not seem like the right
solution to us, either on the political or scientific level. Just because
you exclude them from your sample does not change the reality of
their presence in the colleges. On the scientific level, it is well-known
that a sample which is supposed to be representative cannot exclude a
part of the target population on the pretext that this part of the
population is too fluid and difficult to define.
We daren 't go so far as to talk about contempt for part-time and
hourly-paid teachers on the part of the Council of Colleges. We would
prefer to believe that it is a poor understanding of the real employment
conditions in the college system and that, if you don't re-do the
sampling, you will at least be scientific enough to take this omission
into account when interpreting the results of your survey.

10. Teaching Conditions-Women
11. Retirement-connected jobs
12. Teachers in the Professional Sector

Yours Truly,

13. The Specialized Centres

Luc Bédard, non-tenured teacher.
Collège de Vieux-Montréal,
Member of the FNEEQ liaison committee with non-tenured teachers.

14. Image-Increasing the Standing of Teachers

ANNEXE n

ANNEXE

SYNDIC A T DES PROFESSEURS
DU COLLEGE DU VIEUX MONTRÉAL

m

CEGEP MONTMORENCY

Montreal, May 1, 1985.

ABOUT OUR
EDUCATIONAL OUTPUT

M. Reginal Grégoire,
Council of Colleges,
600 rue FuHum,
Montreal, Quebec.

Each term many students drop-out of or fail one or several of their
courses. Thus, for example, in the Fall 1983 term, more than 600
students failed to pass at least half of their courses. At the same time,
10.8% of course enrollments ended with an official withdrawal. Similiar
results have been observed in previous terms. We have every reason
to believe that it will be the same with the present term (Fall, 1984);
already 1,761 students have dropped more than 3,000 of their courses.

RE: The study on teaching conditions
Dear Sir,
The Council of Colleges' initiative to begin a study on teaching
conditions seems to us to be very pertinent, although rather tardy. It
would have been even more worthwhile to have done such a study
before the decrees in education caused a deterioration in teaching
conditions! That would perhaps have opened the eyes of the Quebec
government to the real needs in educational matters and thus avoided
measures which showed flagarant ignorance, to say the least, of these
conditions.

How should we react to such information? Can we claim that our
potential and the potential of the students has been fully developed?
Surely there are concrete solutions that will allow us to improve the
situation; we all have a duty to do everything possible to alleviate this
problem. Our objective is:
TO INCREASE THE SUCCESS RATE OF STUDENTS
WHILE AT THE SAME TIME
MAINTAINING OR INCREASING
THE QUALITY OF THEIR LEARNING

This ignorance, however, does not seem to be limited to the simple
legislative apparatus as such. We were actually astonished that an
organism as serious as yours would send teachers a questionnaire
which was totally silent about the presence of part-time teachers in the
system. In fact, this status appeared nowhere in section 2: "status of
employment". Only full-time teachers were considered.

We are convinced that this is possible with the resources that we presently have.
What is to be done?
Briefly, the causes of problems for numerous students can be put into
three categories:
a) causes which come from within the student
b) causes which arise from the environment
c) causes which arise from the student/teacher relation.

You could always retort that part-time teachers, like hourly-paid
teachers who were also put aside in your questionnaire, are not "real"
teachers, who are deeply involved in a teaching career. That they do
this work as an aside, on top of their other job. Such a perception was
already debatable several years ago, when people who wanted to
undertake a teaching career could still find a few posts or teaching
loads here and there which were likely to establish them in the
network. But the existence of a union of hourly-paid teachers in the
university network already attests to the importance of considering
these teachers as "real"professors. The only difference between them
and the others was that they taught longer for dramatically lower
salaries.

Without denying the importance of the first two categories, we are
going to focus on the third on here; this is normal because the teacher
is the one most directly involved with the student. Because of this, he
naturally has a considerable impact on the motivation of the student
and even on the quality of his learning.
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Concerning motivation, it should suffice to mention that this factor is
raised over and over again when we question students on their school
performance. Of course, we could invoke the present economic situation
and the unpredictable development of our society; but aside from this
constraint, shouldn't we be counting on intrinsic motivations like, for
example:
• understanding the sense of the subject
• personal involvement in the progress of the course
• the capacity to learn by oneself acquiring a greater basic training etc.
The goal of the present document is not to propose solutions. It is up
to each department to find their own solutions. Rather, we invite the
departments and each of their teachers to:
• ask themselves about this problematic
• adhere to the objective that the college has given itself and so make
concrete action plans with a view to improving our educational output
• don't hesitate to get the necessary help from the different services:
student learning service (understanding the problems and preoccupations of the students); academic development service (academic development); registrar (statistics), etc.
These will be available.

ANNEXE IV
LIST OF THE UNIONS PARTICIPATING
IN THE SURVEY ON TEACHING CONDITIONS
The teachers' unions at the following CEGEPs
FNEEQ survey on teaching conditions:
Alma
André-Laurendeau
Chicoutimi
Dawson
Edouard-Monpetit
Franeois-Xavier Garneau
Gaspésie
Hauterhe
JoUette
JonquièreA

participated in the
Limoilou
Maisonneuve
Montmorency
Outaouais
RJvière-du-Loup
Saint-Félicien
Saint-Jean
Thetford
Trois-Rivières
Vanier
Vieux-Montréal

In past years all of the groups in the College invested a lot in the
growth of their services; this was a necessity because we had to
respond to the ever-growing number of students who wanted to study
at Montmorency. But, we are reaching an era of stable student
numbers. From now on,it is a question of channelling our energies
into attaining a new major objective: the growth of our academic
output.

and me??

André Massicotte,
Student Development Assistant,
December 12, 1984.
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